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Policy. OKQ: Where to catch an exception in a timeout
callback Consider the following code import asyncio async

def test(socket): try: print('Hello') await
socket.connect_read(timeout=5) except

asyncio.TimeoutError as e: print(e) await asyncio.sleep(10)
print('Goodbye') finally: print('DONE') async def main():

await
asyncio.get_event_loop().run_until_complete(test(socket))

print('Done') loop = asyncio.get_event_loop()
loop.run_until_complete(main()) The problem is that the

exception is raised after 10 seconds which seems a bit late
to me. Where should the try/except clause be? Should it be

inside the test callback or should it be outside, where
main() raises the exception? The reason I want to catch the

exception in test() is that it is non-blocking and I cannot
catch it in main(). Thanks for your help. A: You can use
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asyncio.run_until_complete() function to handle the
exceptions that occur during the execution of your

function: as
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